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the second quantum revolution
superposition

linked to wave-particle
duality and linearity of 
Schrödinger’s equation

entanglement

state correlation of 
distant quantum objects,

but random and after
measurement

individual control of 
quantum objects

electrons, photons, 
atoms

quantum computing

quantum telecommunications

quantum cryptography

quantum sensing

       

          

            

            

          

            



3understanding quantum computing

quantum technologies sciences
physics

electromagnetism

quantum physics

quantum matter

thermodynamics

fluids mechanics

photonics

mathematics

linear algebra

groups theory

analysis

complexity theories

engineering

materials design

electronics engineering

cryogenics

computer science

information theory

algorithms design

programming

classical computing

telecommunications

machine learning

human sciences

philosophy

epistemology

sociology

technology ethics

economics of innovation

R&D policy making

geopolitics

startups ecosystem
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typical difficult problems

iℏ
𝜕𝛹(𝑥,𝑡)
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 = −
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2𝑚

𝜕2𝛹(𝑥,𝑡)

𝜕𝑥2
+ 𝑉 𝑥 𝛹(𝑥, 𝑡)

solving Schrodinger’s wave equation 
to simulate quantum matter

combinatorial optimizations

machine learning
and deep learning

solving partial derivative equations
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quantum computing science applications

drugsbatteries

fertilizers
production

materials
design

condensed
matter physics

high-energy
particle physics

semiconductors

astrophysics

nuclear fusion
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key QPU challenges

qubits fidelities errors mitigation and correction quantum interconnect

enabling technologies scalability energy consumption quantum memory
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some software challenges

actual speedups actual computing time

tensor networks competition

data loading

benchmarking coding abstraction level

uniform 
superposition

basis 
encoding

amplitude 
encoding QuAM

qRAM 
encoding

oracle 
based 
algorithms

uncompute 
trick

amplitude 
amplification

phase 
shift and 
kickback

function 
table

state preparation unitary transformations

…

…

arithmetic
+ - / x

log cos
sin tan

…
non-oracle 
based 
algorithms

QML, 
Shor…

quantum memory

other 
patterns

QFT, 
     …

angle 
encoding
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N bits

N or 2N reals

2N+1-1 reals

qRAM 
and/or 
classical 

data access

Quantum 
Associative 

Memory

classical 
data

Quantum 
Random
Access 

Memory
classical

machine language

assembly

C language

C++

 ava       …

« no-code »

q
u
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tu

m

Python frameworks

control electronics instructions

gate-code (after transpiling)

gate-code (before transpiling)

…

…

application specific environments

Python + apps frameworks
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bit

byte

arrays
strings

objects

objects

objects

qubit

qubit

qubit

qubit

qubit

pulse

data structures

user data
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qubit fidelities

speed

qubits number

energetics

low-level 
algorithms

higher-level
algorithms

randomized
benchmarking

QV

CLOPS

BACQ

co
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problem size

classical 
computer

quantum 
computer

what the 
quantum 

computing 
theoretician 

sees

co
m

p
u
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n

g 
ti

m
e

larger problem size

more  
years

what classical 
computing 

technologists 
are doing

co
m

p
u
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n

g 
ti

m
e

very large problem

>100 
years

what the 
user sees

co
m

p
u

ti
n

g 
ti

m
e

problem size

what quantum 
computing 

technologists 
are trying to do

fewer  
years
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what is being practically done

gate-basedquantum 
annealing 
computers

quantum 
emulators

• low-level physics 
simulations (“IBM 
quantum utility” with 127 
qubits and kicked Ising 
model).

• creating and testing 
algorithms at small scale 
(QML, optimizations, 
chemical simulations).

• solving optimization problems at mid-
sized scale, in transportation 
(Volkswagen, Denso), retail (Ocado, 
Pattison), job shop scheduling and 
financial services (Mastercard, CACIB).

• physics simulations (statistical physics, 
spin glass, ferromagnetism, topological 
matter, …).

• potential energetic advantage.

• code learning.

• code debugging.

• designing new 
algorithms.

• simulating qubit 
physics.

• simulating error 
correction codes.

analog 
quantum 

simulators

analog quantum computers

NISQ (Noisy Intermediate
Scale Quantum)

digital quantum computers

FTQC (Fault-Tolerant 
Quantum Computing)

classical computers

(c
c)
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quantum 
inspired

• financial services 
solutions 
improvements.

• machine learning 
improvements.

• large algorithms and 
resource estimations.

• creating and testing
error correction 
codes (Google, 
Quantinuum, QuEra, 
PsiQuantum, …).



assessing QC case studies

problem sizing

resource estimates

quantum advantage

criteria

small scale

QPU type
NISQ or 

emulator

tested with 
<30 qubits

larger scale

analog

large scale

FTQC

>1,000 logical 
qubits

speedup
results quality
energetic costs

very large 
scale

large FTQC

>10K logical 
qubits

case 2case 1 case 3 case 4

approaching 
quantum 

advantage

equivalent to a 
classical 

computing case

long-term 
applicability

very long-term 
applicability
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quantum 
technologies and 
the environment
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quantum digital 
twins to create 
better batteries

si ulate  atter for…

battery simulation

lithium-oxygen

source: IBM

battery simulation

lithium-sulfur battery design

source: IBM

battery materials design

simulating Mott insulator transitions in battery 
electrode materials and ceramic superconductors 
and discharge curve of LixCoO2.

source: Total, Pasqal

battery simulation

simulating magnetism and spins

source: Samsung, Honeywell
battery simulation

estimating the cost of electrolyte 
simulation on PsiQuantum’s future QPU.

source: PsiQuantum, Mercedes-Benz

battery simulation

model lithium oxide to understand how 
batteries age over time

source: Hyundai, IonQ
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Li-Ion battery chemical simulation
needs…

6,652 logical qubits

10-12 error rate

computing times in months/years

source: Simulating key properties of lithium-ion 
batteries with a fault-tolerant quantum 
computer by Alain Delgado et al, April-

September 2022 (31 pages).
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LNO battery simulation

LiNiO2 chemistry simulation

from 75K to 3M logical 
qubits and 91M to 6G 
physical qubits

requires physical qubits 
with 0.01% error rates

computing time from one 
year to 2,739 years

source: Fault-tolerant quantum simulation 
of materials using Bloch orbitals, Nicholas C. 
Rubin, Ryan Babbush et al, February 2023 
(58 pages).
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producing 
fertilizers with 

less energy

si ulate  atter for…
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FeMoCo role in nitrogen fixation

FeMoCo complex

part of the two nidDK proteins in 
some nitrogenases that is 

involved in ammonia production

nitrogenase

protein complex 
producing 

ammonia in 
heterocyst cells

heterocyst

cell within cyanobacteria that 
support the chemical 
pathways producing 

ammonia using dinitrogen

cyanobacteria

bacteria producing 
ammonia in soil and water 

or legume plants root 
nodules

ATP ADP

nifH

nifDK

[4Fe-4S] cluster

MoFe7S9C

[8Fe-7S] P cluster

electrons coming from 
hydrogenases
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source: Even More Efficient Quantum 
Computations of Chemistry Through Tensor 

Hypercontraction by Joonho Lee, Craig Gidney 
et al, July 2021 (62 pages). 

https://journals.aps.org/prxquantum/pdf/10.
1103/PRXQuantum.2.030305 

need…

2,142 logical qubits

4M physical qubits

4 days computing time

real need:

• simulate full NH3 creation chemical 
pathway.

• design a new industry-grade 
pathway.

• simulate it with a lot of tries.

• optimize it with real-life scenario.

simulating FeMoCo

https://journals.aps.org/prxquantum/pdf/10.1103/PRXQuantum.2.030305
https://journals.aps.org/prxquantum/pdf/10.1103/PRXQuantum.2.030305
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CO2 capture

• VQE algorithm tested on 20 qubits.
• not yet in a quantum advantage regime.
• not a solution for carbon capture.
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modeling climate and weather

with 32 qubits!
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quantum 
technologies in 
healthcare
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.drugs discovery

• DNA sequence alignment.
• de novo DNA sequence.
• protein folding and 

interactions with ligands.
• force field and electronic

structure computation.
• screening and generation of 

molecular entities as drug
candidates.

• drug retargeting.

diagnostics
• medical images classification 

and reconstruction.
• disease assessement based

on genomic samples.
• clinical data classification and 

analysis.
• disease risk prediction.
• clustering of similar 

individuals.

treatments
• persistence and health-

related behavior prediction.
• treatment and intervention 

effectiveness forecasting.
• disease outbreak prediction

and spread modeling.
• precision oncology.
• tailored radiotherapy.
• hospital capacities 

optimization.

simulating nature

• chemical simulations.

data processing

• images and structured data.
• quantum machine learning.

search and optimizations

• various datasets.

quantum sensors

• less invasive imaging (MRI, MEG) and better precision biological sensors (NV centers).
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Source: Drug design on quantum computers by Raffaele Santagati, Alan Aspuru-Guzik, Nathan Wiebe et al, January 2023 (9 pages)

fasten drug discovery

this part could 
potentially be 
accelerated thanks to 
quantum computing
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protein folding requirements
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challenges

AlphaFold 3 can now generate predictions for 
nearly all molecules in the Protein Data Bank 
(PDB), frequently reaching atomic accuracy

Source: A glimpse of the next generation of AlphaFold, Google DeepMind AlphaFold team and Isomorphic Labs team, October 2023.

Blackwell GPU with 200 billion transistors 
and DGX B200 with 8 B200, 144 petaFLOPS

inference workloads.
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drug
discovery
pipeline

source: Generalizable
Quantum Computing

Pipeline for Real World Drug 
Discovery by Weitang Li et al, 

arXiv, January 2024.
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D-Wave use cases in healthcare

de-novo proteins and polypeptides creation

with hybrid computing, tests in research against the covid-19 virus.

source: D-Wave

drug retargeting

with Biogen, 1QBit and Accenture research

source: D-Wave

liver donor optimization

NP-complet complete problem using QUBO

source: Accenture, D-Wave

cancers classification

multi-omics: genomics + symptoms in QML

source: D-Wave

radiotherapy optimization

to minimized x-ray dose

source: Roswell Park, D-Wave
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Pasqal use cases in healthcare

toxicity screening experiment, consisting of a binary classification 
protocol on a biochemistry dataset comprising 286 molecules of sizes 

ranging from 2 to 32 nodes, and obtain results which are comparable to 
those using the best classical kernels

estimating the ground-state energy of Hamiltonians coming from 
chemistry. Study numerically the behavior of a digital-analog 

variational quantum eigensolver for the H2, LiH and BeH2 molecules.

quantum algorithms able to 
sample equilibrium water solvent 
molecules configurations within 

proteins thanks to analog 
quantum computing
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chemistry and healthcare QC startups
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magnétomètres ultrasensibles

2  fT/ Hz

quantum sensors in healthcare

medical imaging
biological analysis

SQUID based
ultra-low field MRI

helium 4 nucleus spin 
MEG brain imaging

https://www.oezratty.net/wordpress/wp-content/Qnami-logo.jpg
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AI for quantum 
technologies y
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machine learning helps everywhere

quantum error mitigation

https://arxiv.org/abs/2309.17368

https://arxiv.org/abs/2207.00298 

optimizing qubit frequency allocations

https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.11333

physics lab experiments analysis
driving qubit control electronics

https://arxiv.org/abs/2209.09790

identification of topological materials

https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.10161

correcting quantum sensor noise

https://arxiv.org/abs/1807.09753

QEC error syndrome detection

https://arxiv.org/abs/2301.11930

https://arxiv.org/abs/2309.17368
https://arxiv.org/abs/2207.00298
https://arxiv.org/abs/2209.09790
https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.10161
https://arxiv.org/abs/1807.09753
https://arxiv.org/abs/2301.11930
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videotext image music

videotext image musiccode
proteins

molecules 3D models

Dreamfusion
Magic3D

DALL-E
Imagen

Flamingo
VisualGPT

Phenaki

Soundify

AudioLM
Jukebox

Whisper

ChatGPT
Gemini

AlphaFold
ChemCrow
Coscientist

generative AI data type in/out examples

sketch

speech

speech

da
ta

 in
da

ta
 o

ut

Alexa
Siri

Codex
AlphacodeRessemble.AI

VALL-E

generative AI landscape

• LLM-based chatbots are one broad category of “generative AI” solutions.
• but they are bound to integrate many other gen AI solutions in their UI.
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generic LLM-based chatbot capabilities

creating a quiz

identifying images content

creating images based on description

creating data charts

creating software code

answer to questions

summarizing texts

commenting and evaluating texts

producing synopsis and memos

translating texts

creating te t “ala” so e od 
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ChatGPT 4.0 overall architecture

ChatGPT 4.0
chatbot

GPT-4
language model

DALL-E
image generation

agents
dialog, task specific, 
safety, integration, 
chain of thoughts

user experience layer
web and mobile, billing

NLU and NLP engines
converts prompt into/to vectors

third party plugins
other services

cloud infrastructure
storage, compute, network

LLM fine tuning
instruction tuning, 

reinforcement learning
with human feedback

user prompt
images

documents

responses
images

documents

modifies the LLM

implements static reasoning

customization
user profile

creating a user GPT 
with documents (RAG)

user profile and constraints

user documents

predicts next word based 
on statistical model
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#1
define your
user profile

#2
learn

prompt 
engineering

#3
fact check 

results
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current amazing use cases

basic quantum science knowledge: well done in most fields.

figures of merit: single photon sources, detectors, PNR, 
circulators, TWPA

inventories: materials used in superconducting qubits, research 
avenues in some domain, 

simple maths and logic and continuously improving.

bibliography: getting better with ChatGPT 4.0.

quiz: 48 multiple choice questions on everything quantum.

coding: Python for creating charts, PHP, regex, VBA, …
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inventories
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creating schemas: wrong content and labelling (Dall-E). 
Missing generative adversarial (GAN) features.

summarizing scientific papers: still simplistic outcome.

analyzing charts in scientific papers: not there yet.

finding missing figures of merit in papers: not there yet.

bibliographies: high rate of hallucinations (Bard).

reasoning: many mistakes, improvable with agents/CoT/RLHF.

data consolidation (e.g.: qubit fidelities): mistakes + not done 
anymore (Bard).
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how could chatbots foster
creativity in research?

test hypothesis and conjectures

identify white spaces

suggest potential research investigations

connect the dots between disparate scientific 
fields
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now later harder

learning provide definitions more detailed definitions

studying symbolic maths
quiz creation

charts creation creativity
create and correct exercices

reviewing papers simplistic reviewing capability finding missing elements critical view buildup
charts analyzis

writing papers create layout, rewriting, style 
checks, translations consistency checkings making hypothesis

coding helps save time with coding 
and debugging broader coding capabilities

ideation simplistic outcomes requires reasoning capabilities making hypothesis
finding avenues

collaborative 
research

translations
meeting transcripts
actions follow-up

more group work logistics

experimental 
design

propose basic setup propose more detailed setups,
compare vendor offerings

capabilities in quantum science
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capabilities in quantum science
now later harder

learning provide definitions more detailed definitions

studying symbolic maths
quiz creation

charts creation creativity
create and correct exercices

reviewing papers simplistic reviewing capability finding missing elements critical view buildup
charts analyzis

writing papers create layout, rewriting, style 
checks, translations consistency checkings making hypothesis

coding helps save time with coding 
and debugging broader coding capabilities

ideation simplistic outcomes requires reasoning capabilities making hypothesis
finding avenues

collaborative 
research

translations
meeting transcripts
actions follow-up

more group work logistics

experimental 
design

propose basic setup propose more detailed setups,
compare vendor offerings
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capabilities in quantum science
now later harder

learning provide definitions more detailed definitions

studying symbolic maths
quiz creation

charts creation creativity
create and correct exercices

reviewing papers simplistic reviewing capability finding missing elements critical view buildup
charts analyzis

writing papers create layout, rewriting, style 
checks, translations consistency checkings making hypothesis

coding helps save time with coding 
and debugging broader coding capabilities

ideation simplistic outcomes requires reasoning capabilities making hypothesis
finding avenues

collaborative 
research

translations
meeting transcripts
actions follow-up

more group work logistics

experimental 
design

propose basic setup propose more detailed setups,
compare vendor offerings
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natural sciences chemistry

chips design

healthcare



48image generated with DALL-E

how will you be more creative when
you can easily access all Human 

knowledge?
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2023, 1,366 pages
free PDF download

Amazon paperback 
edition in 3 volumes
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discussion

get the slides
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